
  
 

 
ITQ establishes an exclusive partnership with 
cybersecurity leader NetClean, integrating Child Sexual 
Abuse Material detection software into their solutions 
 
March 14, 2023 - Leading Benelux cloud technology company ITQ today announces a 
partnership with specialist cybersecurity provider NetClean. The deal establishes ITQ as 
the Benelux region’s exclusive retailer of NetClean’s CSAM (child sexual abuse material) 
detection software, helping ITQ customers to enhance their business resilience against 
the growing CSAM threat. 
 
ITQ will deliver NetClean's technology as a managed service, providing ITQ customers with 
a single seamless solution that offers protection across Windows, iOS and Android 
operating systems, on mobile, laptop and tablets. The partnership will also provide 
customers with product management support and specialist advice in the sensitive 
scenarios that emerge from the detection of CSAM on a corporate device.  
 
Anna Borgström, CEO, NetClean, said: “We’re delighted to be embarking on this new 
chapter of our growth with ITQ. We know that the threat of CSAM has been accelerated by 
pandemic-driven changes in working patterns and that presents a challenge to the 
corporate, legal and commercial responsibilities businesses have. When it comes to self-
protection, there are millions of reasons and no excuses.”  
 
Robert Hellings, CEO of ITQ, added: “Helping NetClean in Protecting what Matters, is a 
valuable addition to our company's sustainability policy and adheres very much to the 
people-focused company we are. Furthermore, we are fully aware that CSAM concerns 
additional risks in the customer's organizations. NetClean’s key products – ProActive and 
ProTective – deliver a specific and absolutely critical dimension of cyber protection. We’re 
pleased to be able to offer that to our customers, by exclusively partnering with a 
business that’s also part of the VMware family.” 
 
This partnership is a significant step forward for ITQ’s customer proposition, as well as 
demonstrating the company's commitment to detect and block access to CSAM and to 
report it responsibly.  
 
For more information on ITQ and NetClean's partnership, please contact us at the Partner 
page.  
 
 
 

https://itq.eu/partner/netclean/
https://itq.eu/partner/netclean/


  
 

Meer weten over ITQ? Lees hier ons verhaal. Bekijk ook zeker ons klantenoverzicht en 
lees onze klantcases om te zien wat anderen over ons zeggen. 

 
 
About NetClean 
 
NetClean creates technology products that protect businesses, enhance their resilience, 
and reduce real-world harm to children. The IT industry remains profoundly unprotected 
from the threats posed by child sexual abuse material (CSAM). With large-scale shifts to 
remote work due to the pandemic, companies are facing amplified risks and cracks in their 
protections. Statistics show that 1 in 500 employees use company devices to access 
CSAM and employees with this type of criminal behavior expose their workplace to 
threats such as cyber-attacks, blackmailing, and the dark web. 
 
Media Contact Information: netclean@kekstcnc.com 
 
 

 
 
 
About ITQ 
 
ITQ is an End-to-End IT solution provider in EMEA with a strong focus on VMware and its 
ecosystem. ITQ has a rich history in infrastructure, digital workspace and cloud-native 
technologies. Today, ITQ delivers multi-cloud solutions for Cloud Infrastructure, Modern 
Apps, Digital Workspace, Advanced Security and IT Transformation. ITQ combines 
Professional, Support, and Managed Services into a full journey approach (Consult & 
Envision, Build & Implement, and Manage & Improve). Key technology partners include 
VMware, Google Cloud Platform, AWS, and HashiCorp. For more information, please visit 
our website. 
 
VMware and Tanzu are registered trademarks or trademarks of VMware, Inc. or its 
subsidiaries in the United States and other jurisdictions. 
 
Media Contact Information: sales@itq.eu 
 
 

 

https://itq.eu/nl/over-itq/
https://itq.eu/nl/klanten/
https://itq.eu/nl/klantcases/
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